
 
 
 

SHU Visiting Fellow Program 

 

1. Candidates:  

The foreign experts shall be under 65 years old (academicians can be 

extended to 67 years old), and one of the following conditions: 

 Foreign academicians or authoritative professional awards winner. 

 The author of academic papers that have international influence. 

 Scholar holding an important position in major academic organizations or 

research institute (past or present).  

 Experts or important editors for authoritative science journal. 

 High-end technical personnel with independent intellectual property 

rights or mastering core technologies. 

 Other high-level foreign expert in urgent need. 

 

2. Responsibility 

 Cooperate with research team from Shanghai University in research and 

research application, co-publish research paper. 

 Open a new English course for students (undergraduates and graduate 

students). 

 Hold seminars and lectures. 

 



3. Funding available 

Title Description 
Duration 

(calendar days) 

Funding 

(Unit: RMB) 

Distinguished 

Visiting 

Professor 

Professor from world top 300 

universities or top 100 disciplinary 

or equivalence 

≥30 days 

60,000/month 

100,000/2 months 

140,000/3 months 

<30 days & 

≥10 days 

International travel + 

1,500 allowance /day 

（up to 60,000） 

Visiting 

Professor 

Associate professor from world 

top 300 universities or assistant  

professor from top world 100 

universities or equivalence 

≥30 days 

40,000/month 

70,000/2 months 

100,000/3 months 

<30 days & 

≥10 days 

International travel + 

1,000 allowance /day 

（up to 40,000） 

Visiting Scholar 

Lecturer or post-doctoral from 

world top 300 universities or top 

100 disciplinary or equivalence 

≥30天 

30,000/month 

50,000/2 months 

75,000/3 months 

<30 days & 

≥10 days 

International travel + 

700 allowance /day 

（up to 30,000） 

Visiting  

PHD Student 

Doctor from world top 300 

universities or top100 disciplinary 

or equivalence 

≥14 days 

International travel + 

accommodation  (SHU Expert 

apartment) 

 

Note: 

 International travel is economic class up to 15,000 RMB; 

 Allowance can be claimed as lecture fee or subsidy (taxable); it can also be reimbursed for the expense 

of meals, accommodation, city transportation and others (non-taxable). 

 If team work, annual accumulative working duration in SHU of all the team members shall be no less 

than 60 days, team members shall be no more than 5. 


